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with sufficient frequency to render this storage
unnecessary.

And now, to return again to our sewers.
now that we have handed over to them many
decomposing substances, how dispose of the

1. In some cases there is no " trap," inter-
posed between a, drain or sewer, and the air
respired by the inmates of the building served
by that drain or sewer, no attempt at any

c. Or conveyed by pipes or otherwise into a gases generated thereby. In the first place the
cesspool, covered and ventilated, and at some materials of which drains and sewers are con-
distance from the house. structed, their course, their slope, the construe-

d. Bedroom slops may. either be disposed of tion of their joints, the course of their junc-
in one of these latter methods, or may be ab- tions, the facilities for flushing them, all these
sorbed into the manure heap, if the prenises points must be carefully considered with a view
be exteusive enough to admit of one without to carrying away the decomposing and decoi-
danger. posable material ; but these points I shall not

In comîing to the disposal of foecal excreta, have time now to consider.
let me at the outset protest against that reek- The main subject of this paper is how to dis-
ng abomination, the privy pit, that disgrace pose of the gases necessarily generà.ted in the
to the progressive civilization of the nineteenth sewers.
century. Some of these are cemented, exerting Sewer gases are now disposed of in three
their poisonous influence only, or mainly, on principal ways
the air, others are holes in the earth, poisoning 1. In a very large number of cases they are
both earth, air, aud water. I wish every allowed to escape into the inside of dwellings.
owner of such a nuisance could have pasted To such an extetit is this the case that some
over bis well, and if be still persists, then I sanitarians are disposed to banish the sewer
would that lie could have constantly imupressed systein if toto.
on bis vision also, Teale's graphic picture of a 2. lu solu instances thev are supposed to
section of a house, well, and privy vault, with discharge through grtings iii the .centre of the
a man standing by the pump, quaffing, with road bed.
evident gusto, whet lie innocently believes to But in many cases they discharge at the side
be pure water. of the sidewalk through the traps of gullies

If we have a good systems of sewerage, wvith emptied by evaporation. Examples of thiis
proper outfall, we will find that the plan of may be seen ut inauy of our corners (e.g., corner
aving water-closets connected with the sewer of Duke and Frederick) iii wirter time.
ystem is the most practicable one, and even The ventilating gratings of se wers are so coten
where there is not any more suitable outfall clogged with dirt that they are of little value
han our delightful Toronto Bay, the conven- in dis)ositng of the total amoiunt of sewer gas.
ence of the water-closet system vill cause those 3. ln a few cases the sewer gas is discharged
vho can afford it to introduce it. i above the bouse-tops. I think very little con-

In other cases the dry system should be car- sideration will suflice to show that this is the
ied out, and it is very simple if people will proper nethod and we must use our exertions
nly have more common sense and less dis- to uake it general.
usting sentimentalism. A sinall house is made By referring to the diagram which I show
ithout any pit, and with a seat resembling the you, you will see that this can be accomplished
ne in common use only that its upper part is by extending the soil pip: up to the roof.
inged so as to be raised up; underneath the It would be almost satiiical to say that we
ole a pail or box is placed ; and in tihe corner ought to use all endeavours to prevent the first
box of ashes and smail shovel. The inmates method of disposal ; and yet the vast majority

oon get into the way of attending to the cover- of people, professional and otherwise, act as if
ng with ashes. When the box is full it is it did not matter tmuch.
fted by the handles and emptied into a barrel Let us then consider how sewer gases obtain
r ashpit, or if practicable removal takes place entrance into bouses.
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